Cmd+Fn
An MFA Dance Thesis Concert featuring the work of MARC MACARANAS

Choreography: Marc Macaranas, in collaboration with the performers
Media Design: Marc Macaranas
Rehearsal Director: Bethany Sullivan
Music and Sound Design: Zachery Meier
Lighting Design: Scott Nelson
Technical Consultants: Will Borich and Nick Coso
Costume Design: Juliana Waechter
Stage Manager: Mariana Tejeda
Media Design Consultant: JD Whitman

Performers: Grace Andersen, Aaron Choi, Keely Flis, Bennett Cullen, Marcus Pei, Corbin Phillips, Quincey Scholz, Sonja Schulz, Bethany Sullivan, Anna Wetoska

Thesis Committee: Daniel Fine (chair), Rebekah Kowal, Melinda Jean Myers

This concert is supported by a GSS/Graduate College/OVPR Research Grant.
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